Comparing the Potential of Hydrocarbon Generation of Kazhdomi and Pabdeh Formations in Bangestan Anticline (Zagros Basin) According To Rock-Eval Pyrolysis Data
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Abstract
In this study, the Hydrocarbon generation Potential of Kazhdomi and Pabdeh formation in Bangestan Anticline has been studied. In this regard, 10 samples were collected from Pabdeh formation, and 6 samples were collected from Kazhdomi formation that eventually was analyzed by Rock-Eval 6 system. In this system, a temperature raising program in oxygen-free environment was used. This device introduces a series of valuable factors related to Source rock, including: available free hydrocarbon in sample (Peak S1), hydrocarbons emanated From thermal cracking of Kerogen (Peak S2), heat index of organic matter (Tmax), Total Organic Carbon (TOC), Hydrogen Index (HI), Oxygen Index (OI), and Production Index (PI). Applying these factors, there factors of evaluating source rock could be identified, which included amount, type and thermal maturity of organic material. Kerogen of Kazhdomi Formation was type II, and Kerogen of Pabdeh Formation was defined type II and III. Studied showed that Kazhdomi Formation compared with Pabdeh Formation had more oil-generation potential. Sedimentary Facies of Pabdeh Formation was defined C, CD, D and sedimentary Facies of Kazhdomi formation was defined AB, B, BC, and C. The amount of inter organic carbon of Pabdeh formation was estimated 0.9769 weight percent (WP), and this amount for Pabdeh formation was about 0.3957 weight percent (WP). Determination of hydrocarbon absorption by Rock matrix showed that absorption rate in samples of Kazhdomi formation was much more than samples of Pabdeh Formation, which indicates that Rock matrix in Kazhdomi formation involves much more clay mineral compared with Pabdeh formation.
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Introduction
Comparison of source rocks, relating to different eras and determination of hydrocarbon generation potential appeared as outcrop in this region rarely has been done. In recent years, using different geochemical methods and theories, lots of improvements relating to source rocks, immigration or oil accumulation have been achieved. One of the main conditions of Formation and accumulation of hydrocarbon in a subterranean reservoir, is existence of source rock with enough extent, thickness and, sufficient maturity. In the present study, hydrocarbon generation potential and thermal maturity of Pabdeh and Kazhdomi Formation in Bangestan Anticline has been done. One of the main instruments used for improving analysis precision of geochemical studies is Rock-Eval 6 system, which is the latest generation [1]. This system can evaluate hydrocarbon generation, and also reduces the risk of drilling [2]. Also in this study the Rock-Eval system has been utilized for evaluation of sample in Pabdeh and Kazhdomi formations, it is required to use available results in order to determine the possibility of being source rock in one of above mentioned Formation in this region is more.

Geology of Bangestan Anticline
Studied region is located in Bangestan anticline in 30Km off Behbahan, Khuzestan province, near the village Likak PA, North West. Approximate dimensions of this anticline are 32 Km of length and 7 Km of with along the general direction of Zagros basin. The procedure of tectonic structure in region is towards North West-southwest, which is consistent with general direction of Zagros basin. According to Stoecklin [3], this area is a part of folded Zagros Zone. In this study samples relating to Kazhdomi Formation from Location 2, situated in Tange-Maghar Were collected (Figure 1). Pabdeh Formation (related to Paleocene-Eocene age) included marl, limestone shale's and clay limestone [4]. Kazhdomi Formation (related to Albian-Cenomanian age) includes dark-gray shale's (and occasionally black) with layers of dark clay limestone and marl. Both of these Formations are involved among major source rocks in Zagros sedimentary basin [5].

Methodology
In order of studying either of these formations 16 samples was collected, which 10 out of 10samples from Pabdeh Formation were from Tange-Ban, and 6 remaining sample: of Kazhdomi Formation were from Tange-Maghar in Bangestan anticline (Figure 1). It is noteworthy to mention that collecting was done according to required standard, and from locations not subject to air. 50 to 60 mg of selected samples powdering was analyzed, using Rock-Eval 6 system in Chamran University of Ahwaz. Total Organic Carbon (TOC), type of Kerogen, type of organic Facies, type of generated hydrocarbons, and sedimentary parameters were all examined. Information obtained
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from this system about Kazhdomi and Pabdeh formation samples in Bangestan anticline has been displayed in Table 1. Rock-Eval 6 system as the latest generation of Rock-Eval systems has been completed by Vinci technology, which is the best device in order to evaluation of source rocks, due to its great analysis precision [1]. Parameters acquired from this analysis are as follows:

S1: indicates the amount of free hydrocarbons evaporated in a temperature about 300°C, and is determined by unit of per mg hydrocarbon in per gram of stone (mg HC/g Rock).

S2: indicates the amount of hydrocarbon and oxygen rich compounds that release in a temperature about 300 to 650°C due to thermal cracking of Kerogen and heavier compounds (much more dense) such as resin and asphaltene compounds. S2 Peak is, in fact, the available potential in stone sample which is determined by the unit of (mg HC/g Rock) in per gram of Rock.

S3: Indicates oxygen rich compounds decomposing in a temperature about 390°C, and results in release of CO₂ gas. S3 peak is determined by the unit of (mg CO₂/g Rock) in per gram of stone.

TOC: indicates total organic carbon in samples.

Tₘₐₓ: Is the temperature in which S2 Peak shows its most amounts,
in the meantime, using abovementioned parameters, a series of indexes such as hydrogen Oxygen Index (OI): (S3/TOC).

Hydrogen Index (HI): Is the ratio of (S2/TOC).

Index of hydrocarbon generation potential: PI (S1/S1+S2) in studied samples could be examined [1].

The data from Rock-Eval 6 system relating to samples of Kazhdomi and Pabdeh Formations are shown in (Table 1).

Results and Discussion

According to Ala et al. [6] the Pabdeh Formation is poorer than Kazhdomi Formation in term of organic matters, and it is not be expected to take role of a significant source rock. This formation is such an alternate of poor and rich layers of organic matters. Probably Pabdeh formation contain some not-immigrated oil [7], whereas in Kazhdomi Formation in the Dezful embayment, thermal maturity has become evident [6]. The Maximum of Total Organic Carbon (TOC) related to Kazhdomi and Pabdeh formation is 2.85 and 0.59 (Table1), respectively, which indicates higher amount of organic matters in Kazhdomi compared with Pabdeh formation. Pabdeh formation doesn't have potential capability of a good source rock, which means hydrocarbon generation in these kind of rocks is in a very primary and preliminary phase. Light color of organic matters in this identify that sufficient thermal maturity does not take place in these layers, and Pabdeh formation could not has generated a considerable amount of hydrocarbon as a source rock. In Pabdeh formation, there are alternate layers riched with bituminous organic matters, and also laminations lack of bitumine. The diagram pyrolysis hydrocarbon versus total organic carbon is a useful tool in order to use data obtained from Rock-Eval pyrolysis to recognize and evaluate characteristics of organic matters in a sedimentary rock.

Determination of existing hydrocarbon stability

In this study for assurance about sample not being combined with hydrocarbon matters (due to transformation of oil towards upper units), diagram (S1/TOC) an adverse effect on results of pyrolysis of Rock-Eval system, and lead to false interpretation of acquired data. In this diagram, higher values of S1 versus low values of Toc indicate combination of samples with not-being fit oil. In non-contaminated sample the maximum amount is 1.5 (S1/TOC), which is in fact slope of boundary line in diagram. Therefore, samples that are above of this line are oil-polluted and also have not-being fit hydrocarbon. Diagram of changes in S1 Versus TOC lack of hydrocarbon contamination in examined samples (Figure 2). So it can be concluded that available hydrocarbon in samples is indigenous hydrocarbons and interpretable type.

Determination of hydrocarbon potential

Evaluation of hydrocarbon generation in Pabdeh and Kazhdomi formation as probable source rock and oil producer for Bangestan and Asmari reservoirs in Dezful embayment is of significant importance. Determination of oil potential of sedimentary units using diagram of pyrolysis hydrocarbon versus total organic carbon is one of the specific applications. The samples which their value of (S1) is more than 5mg Hc/g Rock have good potential and samples which their value is more than 15 mg Hc/g Rock or above, have good to excellent potential [8] by entering the data related to Pabdeh and Kazhdomi formation has been ranged from good to very good, and this value for Pabdeh formation ranged from weak to medium (Figure 3). Situational difference in both of these formations can be due to accumulation of organic matters, and better preserving conditions in Kazhdomi formation, and also it is dependent on the type of accumulated organic matter and its better quality in Kazhdomi formation than Pabdeh formation [9].

Determination of Kerogen type

Quality or type of organic matter was specified with the aid of hydrogen index (HI) Versus Oxygen index (OI) and also diagram of Hydrocarbon index Versus T_max (Figure 4) [2], and Kerogen type II is specified for Kazhdomi formation, while Kerogen type II and III as a blend is specified for Pabdeh formation. Espitalie and colleagues designed a diagram using hydrogen index ratios versus oxygen index. Which according to it Kerogen type I involves capability of 60 weight percent of hydrocarbon while pyrolysis, that this amount equals HI=600 mg HC for Total Organic Carbon. Kerogen type II produce about 30-60 weight-percent hydrocarbon (HI=300-600) and Kerogen type III produces 5-20 weight-percent of hydrocarbon (HI=50-200). Disrupted line which is separating boundary between Kerogen type I and II, locates in a range as HI=700, and separating line of Kerogen type II and III boundary is indicates HI=200. [10]. According to diagrams considering the data about Kazhdomi and Pabdeh formations, most of sample relating to Kazhdomi formation are as the same range as Kerogen type II, and Pabdeh formation samples are as the same range as Kerogen types II and III (Figure 5). Changes in Kerogen of Pabdeh formation might be as a result of combination of land and marine
sediment, and condition of sedimentation. The best source rocks of this basin have been deposited in an oxygen-depleted condition in global sea level rise through Intra-shelf basin. In this period of time, the oxygen-depleted condition lasted in various regions of basin for a long time. In southern part of Arabian edge resulting from erosion of shield points, a great deal of Terrigenous deposits during cretaceous had entered the basin, creating layers rich in clay and argilic limestone in Dezful embayment. Most of sediments of these two formations consist of carbonate and belong to high energy, and [11] believed that most of compounds related to Kazhdomi and Pabdeh formation Khuzestan and Lurestan provinces are in regions having more collapse than other regions. Quick precipitation and great thickness of Gachsaran and Aghajary formations caused the Pabdeh and Kazhdomi formation to reach the required thermal maturity in order of generating hydrocarbon from Miocene onwards. Orogenic of the Zagros in Miocene age had a major role in providing thermal maturity, and maturity of southern regions of Dezful embayment had been diminished due to reduction of collapse in source rock of Kazhdomi and Pabdeh formation another application of total organic carbon graph relating to pyrolysis hydrocarbons includes determination of hydrocarbon absorption rate by existing minerals in rock matrix, [2,12,13]. In the cases of lack of hydrocarbon absorption, regression lines must pass through the origin of diagram, but these lines generally collide with its x-axis and in positive direction, and this is due to the presence of Inert organic carbon, or matrix absorption effect during pyrolysis. The main cause of absorption in organic matters includes clay minerals. The effect of matrix in positive direction of x axis is specified, and status of this criterion intersection for absorption of hydrocarbon is through rock matrix (Figure 6). With regard to (Table 2), regression lines for either of formations is toward positive direction of x axis, indicating hydrocarbon absorption by matrix of source rock among them, and this value for Kazhdomi formation is 0.934 and for Pabdeh formation is 0.131 (Figure 6). Regarding above-mentioned topics, Kazhdomi formation consists of more clay compared with Pabdeh formation due to lithological conditions, and also Kazhdomi formation involves a lot more pyrolysis hydrocarbon absorption.

**Determination of Inert Organic Matter**

Minor Inert organic carbon from available Kerogen carbon is involved is rock sample, that in pyrolysis is measured along with organic carbon as total organic carbon. This carbon does not have any role in hydrocarbon generation potential: and is achieved by precise evaluation of organic carbon with capability of generating hydrocarbon [14]. Presence of Inert organic matter has an effective role in deviation of regression line from the origin of coordinates. This material disintegrates during pyrolysis, and with this diagram it can be recognized. Therefore,

---

**Table 2:** Regression equations of Pabdeh and Kazhdomi formation and their parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formation</th>
<th>Number of Sample</th>
<th>Equation TOC vs $S_2$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Contact With X axis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pabdeh</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$Y=2.0663x-0.2708$</td>
<td>0.1675</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazhdomi</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$Y=8.7971x-8.2179$</td>
<td>0.9191</td>
<td>0.934</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 6:** Drowns diagram for calculating amount of hydrocarbon absorption of source rock Kazhdomi and Pabdeh.
samples of Pabdeh and Kazhdomi formations were drawn, and its equation of regression line was evaluated. Intersection of this line with vertical axis for each formation represents available Inert carbon among them (Figure 7 and Table 3). According to studies by [14], regression line for most of plotted data on diagram versus amount of total organic carbon has an equation as follow, in which b indicates Inert organic carbon, and a indicates slope of regression line:

\[ \text{TOC} = ax + b \]

Deamination of organic facies

In order to determine studied organic facies (Figure 8), changing process of HI to OI and TOC has been utilized, [14,15]. In this diagram, according to changes of HI values versus OI values range of mentioned formation facies have been specified [16]. It is noteworthy to mention that in this diagram, Pabdeh formation stays in a variable range from facies (C, CD, D), and Kazhdomi formation stays in a more (AB, B, BC and C). The reasons of widespread changes in Kazhdomi formation can be related to environmental conditions during deposition. Jones chart indicates that sediments belong to facies C from Pabdeh formation relating to environments with medium precipitation speed rate in regenerating conditions, and facies C, CD and BC belong to environments with marine and continental organic matters and quick precipitation in relatively oxidant conditions; facies belongs to lake and marine environments which are relatively regenerating; and facies AB belongs to regenerating marine environment. Changes of TOC Versus HI illustrate that by increasing Hydrogen Index (HI), the amount of organic carbon increases, too. It indicates that organic matters preserve in regenerating conditions. Owning a variable range in Kazhdomi formation represents receding and developing in this formation, which is due to variability of environment conditions during deposition of this formation, while Pabdeh formation with a stable range of development, shows reduction of oxygen in sea water. This outcome obviously can be seen in diagram (Figure 9) [17].

Hydrocarbon generations potential

Using diagram of TOC Versus HI values, type of generated hydrocarbon by mature sample can be identified [18]. With the aid of this diagram it became evident that studied samples have the capacity of generating oil and gas; and with regard to variability of sedimentary conditions, either of these formations are capable of generating hydrocarbon in a widespread range of gas with low oil, medium oil, or good oil (Figure 10). All samples of Pabdeh and Kazhdomi formation are located in the initial Oil-generating windows, and this is because of not locating in deep burial condition (Figure 11). In case of burial, such as other Oil-generating region of south, they would locate in oil window. A sample from Pabdeh formation is distinguished from other samples, which is due to erosion of organic matters (combining with air) and can be related to a non-shale sample. To determine hydrocarbon generation potential of Pabdeh and Kazhdomi formation, diagram S1+S2 for TOC has been used which indicates that Kazhdomi formation with high values of S1+S2 and TOC in Tang-e-Maghar region includes a ratio of hydrocarbon generation from good to excellent than samples
of hydrocarbon absorption in source rock, and also examining sedimentation condition and sedimentary environment of this formation, or capacity and potential of hydrocarbon generation in either of these formations. Regarding the acquired result, it became evident that samples of Kazhdomi formation in terms of hydrocarbon potential had better quality than Pabdeh formation. Type of available Kerogen in both of these formations for Kazhdomi formation mainly was Kerogen type II, and for Pabdeh formation in the range of continental and marine mixtures, the Kerogen type II and III. In addition, the value of inert organic carbon for Kazhdomi formation equal 1.0196 weight percent, and this value for Pabdeh formation equal 0.3957 weight percent. Also, both of formations own a hydrocarbon absorption rate by rock matrix, that for Kazhdomi formation this value equals 0.934, and for Pabdeh formation the value is 0.131. More absorption of Kazhdomi formation is because of more clay minerals contained in this formation.

Changes of Sedimentary environment in these formations are various, and for Kazhdomi formation is in environmental ranges of AB, B, BC, CD, and C and for Pabdeh formation the environmental range is C, CD. Hydrocarbon generation potential of both of these formations is in a wide spread area of generating Oil and gas, but for Kazhdomi formation, a much more capacity of Oil-generating is expected due to its higher quality.
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